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Abstract— To remain alive in market the enterprises ought to 

needed the practices of Lean manufacturing techniques. 

Therefore on extending choices of product in conjunction 

with reduction in worth is that the difficult challenge for 

firms to sustain in market. Lean Manufacturing Practices in 

Small and Medium Scale Industries is not fully explored and 

not much has been done in Indian context. The 

implementation of Lean producing enhances productivity of 

method at the side of the reducing scrap within the processes. 

In this paper a briefly introduction comparison between the 

Mass and Lean Production is mentioned through the 

business, structure and operational purpose of read. Main 

barriers for implementation of the Lean Manufacturing are 

discussed.  Lean producing core contents are explained 

ultimately. Implementing a lean program isn’t straight 

forward task. It needs depth work in each side organization 

however at the end it will yield long-term profits. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Fig. 1: Lean Building Block 

Lean production is aimed toward the elimination of waste in 

each space of production together with client relations, 

product style, provider networks and manufacturing plant 

management. Its goal is to include less human effort, less 

inventory, less time to develop product, and fewer house, to 

become extremely awake to client demand whereas 

manufacturing high-quality product within the best and 

economical manner potential. Lean producing uses less of 

everything compared with mass producing technique. 0.5, 

the human effort within the manufacturing plant, 0.5 the 

producing floor house, 0.5 the investment in tools, 0.5 the 

engineering hours to develop a brand new product. 

Additionally it needs keeping so much inventory but now 

0.5 the required inventory and which leads to fewer defects. 

Lean producing was born and raised in Japan. It’s supported 

U.S. statistician William Edwards Deming’s principles and 

it had been originally named the “Toyota Production 

System”. The all Auto-Industry had to adopt this technique 

so as to survive and stay competitive, so there was necessity 

to change the name to “Lean Manufacturing”. Today, 100 

percent of those plants operate below some type of this 

technique. it's the sole good different to stay within the 

market. 

Areas 

Affected 
Mass Production Lean Enterprise 

Business 

strategy 

Product-out 

strategy centered 

on exploiting 

economies of scale 

of stable product 

styles and non-

unique 

technologies. 

Client centered 

strategy centered 

on distinctive and 

exploiting shifting 

competitive 

advantage. 

Organizational  

Structure 

Hierarchical 

structures that 

encourage 

following orders 

and discourage the 

flow of significant 

data that highlights 

defects, Flat 

structures that 

encourage initiative 

and encourage the 

flow of vital data 

that operator errors, 

instrumentation 

abnormalities, and 

structure 

deficiencies. 

Flat structures that 

encourage 

initiative and 

encourage the flow 

of vital data that 

highlights defects, 

operator errors, 

instrumentation 

abnormalities, and 

structure 

deficiencies. 

Operational 

capability 

Dumb tools that 

assume associate 

degree extreme 

division of labour, 

the subsequent of 

orders, and no 

drawback finding 

skills 

Sensible tools that 

assume 

standardized work, 

strength in 

drawback 

identification, 

hypothesis 

generation, and 

experimentation. 

Table 1: Comparison between Mass Production and Lean 

Enterprise 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The basic ideas behind the lean producing system, that are 

practiced for several years in Japan, contributes to  waste 

elimination, price reduction, and worker management. The 

term “lean” as Womack and his colleagues outline it denotes 

a system that utilizes less, in term of all inputs, to form 

similar outputs as those created by a conventional 

production system, whereas causative augmented varieties 

for the top client. Lean producing started because the Toyota 

Production System (TPS), developed by the Toyoda (now 

Toyota) Motor company. In time to follow, Toyoda (now 

Toyota) began production of engines, little delivery 

vehicles, trucks, and cars. Jim Womack, Daniel Jones and 
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Daniel Roos (1991) outline Lean producing because the 

systematic elimination of waste.  

Hayes and Pisano (1994) highlight that Lean uses 

less, or the minimum, of everything needed to supply a 

product or perform a service. Womack and Jones (1994) 

elaborate that Lean producing needs that not solely ought to 

technical queries be absolutely understood, however existing 

relationships between producing and also the different areas 

of the firm ought to even be examined comprehensive, as 

ought to different factors external to the firm.  

Dankbaar (1997) reiterates that Lean producing are 

the quality producing mode within the twenty first century. 

monarch and Ward Yönetim ve Ekonomi 19/2 (2012) 289-

299 291 (2003) mention that Lean producing has become 

An integrated system composed of extremely inter-related 

parts and a good sort of management practices, together 

with Just-in-Time (JIT), quality systems, work teams, 

cellular producing etc. Bhasin &amp; Burcher (2008) 

remark that Lean isn't solely tools and techniques, however 

it ought to be viewed as a philosophy. it's a 'way of thinking' 

and not a mechanism to action these thoughts.  

Wilson (2013) states that Lean system strives to 

form one piece at a time, this can be true one piece flow. 

previous few years had seen many researches into the world 

{of producing} improvement like lean manufacturing, total 

quality management, total productive maintenance and their 

application at intervals varied producing firms like 

automotives, polymers, plastics parts and etc. 

Majority of analysis studies have shown lean 

producing technique because the best producing system 

within the twenty first century.  

A. Merits of Lean Manufacturing 

 Manufacturing specialists taken into account that 

within the years to come back it'll not be possible to 

exist for any company that doesn't implement these 

disciplines in their operations. 

 The international Economy has caused of a stronger 

competition altogether different styles of businesses. 

 Manufacturing industries face continuous reduction in 

profit margins so as to stay a share of the market. 

 Each very little savings can contribute to boost the 

economy of the enterprise and its community. 

 This is that the time to perform the simplest use of 

every and each one among the resources on the market.  

 The Human Resource is maybe the foremost important 

of all. 

III. TOOLS OF LEAN MANUFACTURING 

A. Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) 

TPM is without a doubt an wonderful starting point during 

this series of positive changes. It conciliates 2 historically 

antagonistic areas of the productive atomosphere. The 

maintenance tasks are developed through a cooperative 

activity with production operators. They receive a valuable 

coaching that builds additional self confidence and 

empowers them to form choices about their instruments. As 

a result, the instruments becomes additional reliable and 

therefore the operation, and life cycle prices are reduced. It 

is a Win-Win state for the full organization. 

The level of satisfaction and morale among the 

personnel raises and a feeling of “ownership” develops 

towards the equipment, the product and the company. The 

elements of technical knowledge acquired by the operator 

represent a source of pride for him and also more job 

security. As a whole, the implementation has three 

objectives interesting to all of us: That is to make the 

operation... 

 Easier 

 Safer 

 More productive 

TPM has three main goals: 

 Zero Breakdowns 

 Zero Defects 

 Zero Accidents 

The key to these accomplishments is the 

development of a true new way of doing things and a new 

management style. 

B. The 5S philosophy 

It is a set of 5 Japanese words Seiri means Sort, Seiton 

means Set in place, Seiso means Shine, Seiketso means 

Standardize, Sitsuke means Sustain. In essence it is about 

Eliminate from the work space something that doesn’t 

belong in it. 

Assign one logic place for every tool or material 

that belongs within the space and have it perpetually in its 

place. Clean the work space as never before. Establish new 

conditions by keeping in view the standards. Sustain the 

changes so you do not lose what you have got achieved.  

C. Just in Time 

Indeed, we used to think that in order to assure production, 

we were supposed to have large volumes of raw materials. 

That concept did have several disadvantages though… 

 Too much investment in inventories. 

 Risk of damaging materials. 

 Possible changes in process and design would   

have to wait. 

 Massive area dedicated to storage. 

 Longer distances to try and do something within 

the plant. 

D. “Pull” system 

The simplest task to demonstrate and perceive this technique 

is to visualise the modern supermarket. During this quite 

business, the storage areas have much non existent. We will 

see a decent variety of indivisuals who do not work there, 

replenishing the shelves with their products. The’re the 

suppliers of products and work for makers or distributors of 

those final products. The”re simply performing a Just In 

Time delivery, however the volume of products that they 

deliver is not browse from a buying order of the market. 

They”ll solely   deliver the amount of product that final 

shoppers “pulled” from the shelves. So, the name of the 

system. 

The similar methods  takes place in several  

factories where some suppliers through an associate to keep 

a pre-defined stock of Screws, nuts, bolts, hoses, cables in 

order that the shoppers (in this case operators or 

maintenance technicians), “pull” from those strategically 

setteled offer centers. This simplifies operations. 
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E. Kanban, a Tool for Simplification 

Closely related to JIT and the Pull System efficiency, 

Kanban is an idea which implements visual items e.g. cards, 

tags, small notes and trays, etc. This is concerning to the 

creativity. We can use visual cards or color coded boxes, 

small notes, etc. to identify various products or inventory 

running within in the system. Those visual cards, boxes, 

bins, small notes, etc. are going to be utilized. 

Instead of a modern computerized system, these 

system will be generating visual, clear info that we”ll be 

ready to use within the management of material or method 

itself. 

Example at an automobile manufacturing facility: 

A straight foreword color coded card with a couple of signs, 

letters or numbers tells everyone what accessories or 

features got to put in a vehicle on the production line. 

Example: Kanban visual cards minimize the excess 

work in progress 

 
Kanban literally means “visual card,” “signboard,” 

or “billboard.” Toyota originally used Kanban cards to limit 

the amount of inventory tied up in “work in progress” on a 

manufacturing floor Not only is excess inventory waste, 

time spent producing it is time that could be expended 

elsewhere  Kanban cards act as a form of “currency” 

representing how WIP is allowed in a system. 

F. SMED 

“Single Minute Exchange of Dies” is the name given to a 

discipline focused on simplifying machine setups. This 

allowed for stamping machines to go from 4 or more hours 

to few minutes in their set up or die exchange processes. 

Using locating or self centering pins instead of bolts, fast 

setting clamps, sliding rails, etc. set-up times are cut to just a 

few minutes.  

These techniques are comparable to the process of 

removing and replacing a set of tires in a racing car with just 

one bolt each and in just 5 or 6 seconds. Right! We are in a 

competition, remember. We must be very careful though, so 

we do not compromise safety or security of the operation in 

search for speed. 

Example: In most of the cases, we can manufacture 

a special tool with least cost and amazing results. A special 

tool for an example, a simple “T” handle made of steel tube 

with an hex or allen point. This will simplify some trouble 

to reach the difficult spots in a machine. It helps to make it 

safer and reliable. 

G. Zero Quality Control 

Quality is often a really complicated conception and it 

applies not solely to our final product, however to every 

condition, operation and action. Historically, examination 

i.e. inspection was the way to prevent a defective piece from 

leaving the plant. Nowadays “jidoka” is that the real 

conception of quality. Jidoka suggest that “Autonomous 

Control” which is what “Quality at the source” is regarding.  

We tend to succeed Jidoka once we produce ideas twhich 

will fascilate to prevent the assembly once production when 

a tool or material is out of specs, once the pressure isn’t 

enough to stamp a section with total quality.  

Example: we simply remembered those previous 

cannullar knitting machines that may stop as soon as one of 

the treads was broken. Internal control applied  before 

we”ve a foul product. 

As in most of those disciplines, coaching are going 

to be the key. Operators and everybody within the 

organization should learn the signs of worst quality. 

Specifications need to be clear and renowned by everybody, 

regardless of the position. In several cases those that people 

in constant bit with the materials and sub assemblies savvy 

to find errors and defects and can will be able to facilitate to 

produce “poka yoke” (error-proof) measures. 

 Some operators must send to be trained to perform 

changes and minor repairs that within the part 

would’ve needed maintenance technicians and 

caused down time. 

 This level of coaching can raise the commitment 

and possessions over the operation. 

H. Work Cell 

One of the foremost necessary changes enforced by the 

Toyota Production System was the Work Cell conception. 

As altogether these disciplines, the Work Cell’s success 

comes from the mix and exchange of skills among a tiny 

low cluster of individual form a trustworthy and extremely 

revered Team. They own the cell and create one product or 

assembly at the time. This can be the bottom for one piece 

flow Autonomous quality, that is: their product does not 

does not need to be inspected, they understand  it at interval 

specs 

 Multi-disciplinary. All the individual will  run all 

the tasks 

 They are friends among them and invariably 

willing to assist and support one another 

 They recognize their product, equipment, materials 

and tools 

I. Kaizen 

The next lean manufacturing tool is kaizen. Kaizen could be 

a Japanese term that refers to the method of continuous 

improvement, typically in little progressive steps. To be 

effective kaizen should involve the whole men in its 

philosophy and observe. Use of Lean tool Kaizen, avoided 

the matter of wastage of broaching oil throughout reloading 

the part in trolley in a tram when broaching. Kaizen 

implements ABC Company's staff to appear out for brand 

new opportunities to boost their work, work leading to 

productive improvement. The management needs to be 

terribly cautious at the time of implementing Kaizen. 

J. Poka-Yoke 

The important aspect of lean producing  is poka-yoke. Poka-

yoke refers to error-proofing the assembly method 
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throughout the planning section to eliminate faulty producy 

altogether, or if that”s  unacceptable, to find defects at the 

earliest potential  moment within the  production method. 

K. Muda (Waste) Elimination 

Before about to Waste Elimination we should grasp what’s 

waste. 

Waste of Overproduction  

Some of the examples of the Muda of overproduction in the 

office and IT environment. 

 making reports that no one reads 

 making reports that contain a lot of info than is 

required. 

 Collecting a lot of info than required for the task 

 Printing work that’s not required 

 Preparing a lot instruments than is required. 

 Too several redundant systems 

 Duplicate records and systems 

1) Methods of Eliminating Wastes Build Your Team 

 We should treat the elimination of muda as an 

associate current project and each project desires a 

team. 

 our team ought to be compiled of a crosswise of 

upper-management, managers, supervisors and 

most significant  the team members WHO do the 

work. 

 We must choose the team member with associate 

“eye for organization” and folks who terribly 

accustomed to the assorted processes and systems 

accustomed manufacture products in their 

departments. 

2) How to Eliminate the Muda of Overproduction 

 Everything company departments manufacture is a 

“product”. Every of these products has customers - 

both internal and external. Our goal within the 

elimination of the muda of production is to provide 

no quite is required by customers. 

 To be able to eliminate production we want to 

initial examine our products and our customers, 

each internal and external that use what you 

manufacture. This may assist us to perceive what’s 

being made and what the way client uses it. With 

this data you may be able to see what can be 

eliminated. 

3) Interview or Survey Your Customers 

Now that companies have a list of their customers and then 

they need to meet with them or develop a survey form for 

them to fill out. The knowledge we wish to grasp is what the 

product they currently receive, and what products and 

elements of these product do they really use. We may 

additionally notice there’s info thier client would love  to 

posses, however does not receive. While our desire may not 

be to create more work, we should be providing the data 

their customer needs to do their job more effectively. This 

interview or survey process is wonder methodology  to 

search out if companies  are meeting the needs of  their 

customers. 

To be able to cut production waste we must know 

customer needs and uses. If there is data being produced that 

they do not use then we got muda. 

4) Examine Your Processes and Work 

Examine processes or work instructions directions probing 

for the in which to form them more economical then  that 

they solely manufacture the product the client desires. We 

can implement standard methods improvement practices to 

contour and enhance the process. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Implementing a lean program isn’t straightforward task. It 

needs depth work in each side organization however at the 

end it will yield long-term profits. Lean Manufacturing 

should be adopting in case of small and medium scale 

industries in comparison to mass production. Lean 

Manufacturing Practices in Small and Medium Scale 

Industries is not fully explored and not much has been done 

in Indian context. Very little literature is available on Lean 

Manufacturing Practices in Casting Industries. The 

organizations are not able to reap out the benefits of Lean 

Manufacturing Practices due to lack of planning and proper 

awareness. Peoples and organizational inertia is major 

barrier in implementation of Lean Manufacturing. Tools of 

LM e.g. TPM, 5S, JIT, Kanban and Poka Yoke looks 

attractive for stay in competation. The most effective 

method of Muda elimination is Examining process and work 

to produce only needed.    
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